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Syn or DefWord

/eE'rEUbIk/ using Oxygen1 2 3 4 5 6 7aerobic  (adj)
/bend/turn, Twist1 2 3 4 5 6 7bend  (v)
/baIk/bicycle1 2 3 4 5 6 7bike  (n)
/blúd/1 2 3 4 5 6 7blood  (n)
/bEUn/the hard part of body which together 

forms skeleton
1 2 3 4 5 6 7bone  (n)

/'ba:TEr/annoy, disturb1 2 3 4 5 6 7bother  (v)
/'kAlErI/a unit for measuring how much energy, 

food will produce
1 2 3 4 5 6 7calorie  (n)

/kEm'peEr/1 2 3 4 5 6 7compare  (v)
/kEn'dZúN En/the word that joins two parts of a sentence1 2 3 4 5 6 7conjunction  (n)

better, Working well1 2 3 4 5 6 7e cientl   (adv)
/en'dØ:rfIn/chemical substance that causes happiness1 2 3 4 5 6 7Endorphin  (n)

very good1 2 3 4 5 6 7excellent  (adj)
yellow substance under skin1 2 3 4 5 6 7fat  (n,adj)

/'fleksEbEl/easily changed without breaking1 2 3 4 5 6 7exible  (adj)
/'fEUkEs/concentrate on1 2 3 4 5 6 7focus  (n)
/'fju:El/material burned to produce heat1 2 3 4 5 6 7fuel  (n)

operate, Role1 2 3 4 5 6 7function  (n,v)
/'hedIN/headline, words at the top of a page as a 

title
1 2 3 4 5 6 7heading  (n)

the organ on the left side of the chest that 
pumps blood around the body1 2 3 4 5 6 7heart  (n)

/In'kri:s/raise in amount, number, value1 2 3 4 5 6 7increase  (v)
/'IndZErI/harm/damage1 2 3 4 5 6 7injur   (n)
/dZØIn/connect, Come together1 2 3 4 5 6 7join  (v)

a place where two bones are joined 
together in body1 2 3 4 5 6 7joint  (n)
raise to higher level, pick up1 2 3 4 5 6 7lift  (v)

/lúN/either of the two breathing organs in the 
chest

1 2 3 4 5 6 7lung  (n)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7mention  (v)

/maInd/mental ability1 2 3 4 5 6 7mind  (n,v)
/nASnal/connected with a particular nation shared 

by a whole nation
1 2 3 4 5 6 7national  (adj)

substance needed for life and growth1 2 3 4 5 6 7nutrient  (n)
/'a:ksIdZEn/gas presented in the air necessary for life1 2 3 4 5 6 7x gen  (n)

person who takes part in an activity with 
others, friend

1 2 3 4 5 6 7partner  (n)
keep safe to make sure that sb/sth is not 
harmed

1 2 3 4 5 6 7protect  (v)
/praud/feeling pleasure1 2 3 4 5 6 7proud  (adj)
/púmp/to move sth quickly up and down or in and 

out
1 2 3 4 5 6 7pump  (v)

/'ri:znEbl/fair, Practical and sensible, logical1 2 3 4 5 6 7reasonable  (adj)
/rI'li:s/set free, Let go1 2 3 4 5 6 7release  (v)
/rI'laI/depend on sb/sth1 2 3 4 5 6 7rel on  (v)

Syn or DefWord



1

Syn or DefWord

having repeated action, doing sth. over 
and over

1 2 3 4 5 6 7repetitive  (adj)
a thing that is caused or produced because 
of sth, conclusion, summary

1 2 3 4 5 6 7result  (n)
/SeIp/the physical condition of sb, form1 2 3 4 5 6 7shape  (n)
/skIn/outer covering of body1 2 3 4 5 6 7skin  (n)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7stairs  (n)
sentence, view1 2 3 4 5 6 7statement  (n)
keep, Collect1 2 3 4 5 6 7store  (v)
in a straight line, frank, direct1 2 3 4 5 6 7straight  (adj)
make longer by pulling1 2 3 4 5 6 7stretch  (v)
to put forward an idea1 2 3 4 5 6 7suggest  (v)
approve of and encourage1 2 3 4 5 6 7support  (v)

/†ru:/from end to end, side to side, by means of1 2 3 4 5 6 7through  (prep)
the foot1 2 3 4 5 6 7toe  (n)
tube that carries liquid through body, ship1 2 3 4 5 6 7vessel  (n)

/'weTEr/showing choice1 2 3 4 5 6 7whether  (conj)
 VOCABULARY : PART ONEOCVOCABULARY PAR OT ONE
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 1  The population is ……… at a faster rate than ever before.1) producing 2) performing 3) employing 4) increasing
 2  Too much pressure produced by the blood pressing against inner walls of the blood……… is called high blood pres-
sure.1) joints 2) vessels 3) nutrients 4) ankles
 3  Many students do not like having to ……… their parents for money.1) burn up 2) agree with 3) pick up 4) rely on
 4  I think it is time to ……… right ……… the exercise.1) keep, into 2) get, in 3) make, in  4) get, into
 5  The results of the research are……… at the end of the book.1) summarized 2) designed 3) protected 4) repaired
 6  When everybody has no problem with heart, running is a good way to ……… weight.1) lose 2) keep 3) make 4) gain
 7  Aerobic exercise is ……… meaning it is an activity that you do over and over.1) fresh 2) repetitive 3) active 4) general
 8  The best way to solve the problem of the poor in this country is to……… employment.1) summarize 2) increase 3) mention 4) produce
 9  The organ inside your chest that sends blood around your body is your……… .1) cell 2) skull 3) heart 4) lung
10 The parent's behaviour has a(n) ……… on the growth of their child .1) right 2) activity  3) effect 4) reason
11 As kids have lexible body, they can……… their toes more easily than adults.1) perform 2) operate 3) touch 4) release
12 The government is anxious, because the number of people without jobs is ……… .1) collecting 2) increasing  3) improving 4) developing
13 Since your heart cannot lift weight to get stronger, it relies on you to do aerobic exercise.“Relies” means……… .1) depends 2) functions  3) bends 4) weighs

Syn or DefWord



-
ning, swimming, cycling, and fast walking. Organized games and sports that have long rest periods within the play design 

places: schools and gyms, private clubs and studios, and special, professionally organized clinics that pay attention to people 
with problems related to the heart or lungs. The individual must be careful in choosing an exercise program and should make 
sure it is staffed by experts in physical education or medicine.
Normal, healthy individuals may plan their own exercise programs. The general rule is to exercise only until you feel very 

with health problems caused by heart attacks, strokes, and illness should see a doctor before choosing an exercise program.
20 According to the information in the passage, if you participate in a sport that makes you have long rest 
periods, you -----------.1) cannot expect your itness to improve much2) should do your best to avoid total body involvement3) need to exercise in different places in order to improve your itness4) had better do running, fast walking etc. during the rest period to keep your body warm and it
21 According to the passage, if you have a heart problem, you are advised to ---------.1) exercise in places that design activities clinically appropriate for you2) play organized games so that others can take care of you if you face any trouble3) often see a doctor to measure the amount of the progress you have made in itness4) engage in activities that require total body involvement so that all the pressure would not be on your heart
22 It can be said that paragraph 1 is mainly written to -------.1) advise   2) correct a wrong idea3) mention the bene its of games  4) compare daily exercise with organized sports
23 The word “labored” in paragraph 2 is closest in meaning to ----------.1) deep  2) dif icult  3) dangerous  4) regular
24 The general rule given in paragraph 2 is for those who ---------.1) need to see a doctor   2) exercise professionally3) have no health problems   4) cannot plan their own exercise programs

Passage 6
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Passage   3
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furthermore= in addition= besides= moreover

Passage   5



certain
con dent

sure
lecture

presentation
speech
way, methodmeans
occasionally

from time to 
time sometimes

at times
stronglyrml
jokinghumor
straightdirectl
focus

concentrate
center
whenas soon as
not safedangerous
talkdiscussion
hatedislike
teacheducate
purposeend

realityfact
make fullll
newmodern
completeperfect
probablepossible
make readyprepare
quicklyrapidl
understandrealize
not acceptrefuse
part, functionrole
trashrubbish

make suitablet

not busyfree
aim

goal
end

performanceshow

stupid
sill

not clever

ANTONYMSANTONYO MSS

distractconcentrate

indirectlydirectly

failovercome
unconfidentconfident
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 1  Group of people watching or listening to sth are called………
1) individuals 2) persons 3) humans 4) audience

 2  e ……… a long presentation and made all of us tired
1) took 2) made 3) told 4) kept

 3  he wa  sth makes ou feel means………
1) mood 2) trap 3) energy 4) projection

 4  He struggled to overcome his sh ness  vercome is the opposite of ……… 
1) fail 2) raise 3) disturb 4) cross

 5  From time to time ve wondered whether  made the right decision in moving here  he underlined word means  
………

1) always 2) never 3) rather 4) sometimes
 6   belief in our own abilit  is the de nition of ………

 7  Paul alwa s ……… nervous whenever she has to give a presentation
1) gets 2) makes 3) has 4) takes

 8  r  not to ……… our arms along our sides when giving a lecture
1) lean 2) keep 3) raise 4) hold

 9   father alwa s concentrates on his driving  he opposite of the underlined word is ……… 
1) distracts 2) prevents 3) focuses 4) communicates

10 Give all our attention to sth means………
1) concentrate 2) distract 3) ignore 4) warn

11 A talk that gives information on a special subject is called………
1) projection 2) concentration 3) nervousness 4) presentation

12 he ……… herself most full  in her paintings

13 A movement of our hands  arms or head that shows how ou feel or think means………
1) posture 2) gesture 3) lecture 4) creature



2

14 ictor s facial ……… never changed
1) experience 2) expression 3) expectation 4) embarrassment

15 tate of being ashamed of sth is the de nition of ………
1) sense 2) movement 3) occasion 4) embarrassment

16 ake somebod s attention awa  from sth is called………
1) attract 2) contact 3) distract 4) raise

17 ccasionall  working far from home ……… variet  to a job
1) makes 2) takes 3) adds 4) taps

18 Give special importance to sth means………
1) emphasize 2) attend  3) suppose 4) include

19 hese exercises are good for making ou nice and rm  Firm means ……… 

20 Abilit  to laugh or make people laugh is called………
1) humor 2) fun 3) expression 4) relaxed

21  and m  friend  om  ……… on ver  well together
1) make 2) be 3) keep 4) get

22 State of being worried means………
1) excitement 2) uninterested 3) emotion 4) nervousness

23 ake sth interesting b  using different things is called add………
1) distraction 2) stance 3) variety 4) warning

24 A huge mirror was ……… against the wall
1) leaning 2) tapping 3) reacting 4) protecting

25 he act of making our voice be heard clearl  means voice………
1) concentration 2) projection 3) distraction 4) presentations
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presentation
make give presentation

make presentation

overcome

sometimes from time to time

get nervous make nervous

hold one's arms along one's side
concentrate

express oneself

facial expression

add variety

firm strong

get on very well



26 he Paci c ocean is the most……… area for toda s earth uake

27 Scientists are not still able to predict when an earth uake will happen  but the  can……… places where earth uakes 
usuall  occur

28 He was not emplo ed because he hadn t had enough work……… for the job

29 Emergenc ……… save man  people s lives after an earth uake

30 He gave us the exact………  of how to perform the job correctl

31 oda  an earth uake ma  be so light that onl  special……… can record its movement

32 Some students are unusuall  under……… when it is the time for examinations

33 Some people are not too fast to take immediate action during……… 

34 he general was just a n …………of the militar  government

35 A few leaves……………on the surface of the water

36 he house was ……………in the heart of the cit

37 hat hotel is going to…………various meals from next month

38 he school bus was badl ……………when it hit the wall

39 He is …………now  He has stopped cr ing after one hour

40 He raised the hammer and ……………the bell

41 t is estimated that an earth uake will……… ran in ft  ears
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instrument tool

float on the surface of water

mild

hit hit

hit
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two word verbs
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�

two word verbs

(Particle)

 Please turn on the lights.

 Please turn the lights on.

- Did you turn off the lights.   - Yes, I turned them off.

 Look at the picture.             Look at it.

turn on
turn off
turn up
turn down
put on
take off
wake up
pick up
call up
clean up
give back
put on the fire
put out the fire
put off
look up
add up
take apart
bring back
take away

look at
look after
look for
depend on

listen to
talk to with about
wait for
search for
insist on
thank for
call on
take off  
speak to with about
look like
get on
get off
keep on

be

be tried of
be afraid of
be sorry about
be responsible for
be good bad at
be similar to
be different from
be interested in
be full of
be bored with
be ashamed of
be aware of
be worried about
be sure about of

 1  This book is really different……………the old one.
1) of  2) from 3) for 4) at

 from different
 2  Did he pick up the bar of the chocolate?
     - Yes, he picked it up.

it The bar of the chocolate
 3  A: Where are the letters I put in the kitchen? 
   : I……………and took them to the post of ce.

1) picked up them 2) picked them up 
3) picked up letters 4) picked letters up

the letters
letters them

pick up
them
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 1  Did you listen to the news? No, I didn't listen……… .
1) to it 2) it to 3) them to 4) to them

 2  Did he pick up the coins? Yes, he picked……… .
1) it up 2) them up 3) up it  4) up them

 3  He showed a hat to me and told me to……… .
1) put it on 2) put on it 3) take them off 4) take off them

 4  My father is interested………reading a newspaper.
1) in  2) on  3) to  4) for

 5  My little sister is afraid………monkeys.
1) from 2) with 3) for 4) of

 6  The baby is asleep. Don't……… .
1) get her up 2) get up her 3) wake her up 4) wake up her

 7  The Olympic games consist………summer and winter games.
1) from 2) of 3) with 4) to

 8  The radio is too loud. Please……… .
1) turn it up 2) turn it down 3) turn it on 4) turn it over

 9  Mr Hamidi lives………25 Azadi street.
1) by 2) on  3) in  4) by

10 We can't visit him so we……… .
1) call him on  2) call on him 3) call him up 4) call up him

11 He's tired………sitting here.
1) for 2) with 3) at 4) of

12 Some people are ashamed………talking in front of people.
1) for 2) at 3) of  4) with

13 Please look ………the baby and not let him cry.
1) for 2) after 3) up 4) like

14 I found my lost watch………the books in my room.
1) between 2) beside 3) among 4) during

15 My friend was born………Farvardin 1346.
1) in  2) at 3) on  4) by

16 I have decided to ………the numbers.
1) give up 2) add up 3) save up 4) wake up

17 They arrived ………school late this morning.
1) in  2) to  3) at 4) for

18 He has borrowed his friend's pencil. After he writes his homework, he will………to him.
1) put it on 2) give it back 3) look for it 4) pick it up

19 Did he take off his shoes? Yes, he took……… .
1) them off 2) it up 3) off them 4) up it

20 Remember, before entering the room, you should ……… your shoes.

21 Ali doesn't go near dogs because he is afraid………
1) them of  2) from them 3) of them 4) them from

22 Did you look for your pen? Yes, I………every where.
1) looked it for  2) looked my pen for 3) looked for it 4) looked for

23 Will you tell him to give back all the money? Yes, I will tell him to give……… .
1) back it  2) it back 3) back them 4) them back
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P ssage Cloze   Cloze Test 13 

Psychology is the science of mental life. By mental life, we mean……61……of the mind such as thinking, remembering, 
dreaming,……62……a friend, and understanding a language. Mental life……63……includes emotions or feelings , such as 
pleasure and anxiety, and moods such as tiredness and worry. We express our mental life in our……64……, for example, when 
we speak or write, or when we do something……65……skill such as playing tennis. 

61 1. formations 2. expectations 3. presentations 4. functions
62 1. emphasizing 2. expressing 3. recognizing 4. generalizing
63 1. so 2. too 3. also 4. either
64 1. behavior 2. ability 3. basis 4. brain
65 1. imagining 2. requiring 3. producing 4. realizing

Cloze P
Cloze Passage

Cloze Passage Cloze Passag

Cloze Passage Cloze Passage C

loze Passage Cloze 

P ssage Cloze   Cloze Test 14 

An army is the military force of a country. It is made up of   whose job is to defend their country against attack from enemies. 
An army may sometimes……66……air and naval forces, but these are usually……67……organizations. In wartime, the 

……68……other jobs: for example, to help with……69……relief after an earthquake. In every army, the……70……soldiers 
are backed up by other men and women in essential support services (medical, communications, transport, and so on). 

66 1. instruct 2. inform 3. include 4. forward
67 1. separate 2. common 3. regular 4. severe
68 1. pick up 2. depend on 3. call out 4. carry out
69 1. strategy 2. emergency 3. injury 4. mystery
70 1. devoting 2. contrasting 3. ighting 4. suffering

Cloze P
Cloze Passage

Cloze Passage Cloze Passag

Cloze Passage Cloze Passage C

loze Passage Cloze 

P ssage Cloze   Cloze Test 15 

Dialects develop when groups of people in the same geographical area have little contact. This can happen when people 
……71……apart by economic, political, or social……72…… . Sometimes a group of people will……73……emphasize 
the difference between their speech and that of other groups, because they want to have a “special language” of their own. 
Some people may feel that one……74……style of speaking is the “correct” way to talk, but they usually have in mind 
the……75……of more powerful groups in society. The speech of such a group is simply another dialect.

71 1. keep 2. are kept 3. will keep  4. will have been kept
72 1. ratings 2. scenes 3. conditions 4. connections
73 1. properly 2. physically 3. imperatively 4. considerably
74 1. particular 2. economical 3. arti icial 4. populated
75 1. device 2. speech 3. sample 4. statement

Cloze P
Cloze Passage

Cloze Passage Cloze Passag

Cloze Passage Cloze Passage C

loze Passage Cloze 

P ssage Cloze   Cloze Test 16 

Aristotle said that a speaker has three main ways of trying to persuade his audience. He may apply to their……76……by giv-
ing them proofs of what he says, showing that certain things are true or……77……to be true. He may also apply to their feel-
ings,……78……them to anger or fear or pity. He may also use words……79……make them believe in him and……80……
whatever he says. The rise to power of Adolf Hitler in Germany in the 1930s rested largely on his ability to persuade huge 
crowds with his speech. 

76 1. region 2. inaction 3. emotion 4. reason
77 1. suitably  2. irmly 3. possibly 4. softly
78 1. enhancing 2. exciting 3. rising 4. surviving
79 1. in order that 2. for 3. so that 4. so as to
80 1. accept 2. access 3. operate 4. offer
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Cloze Passage Cloze Passage C
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P ssage Cloze   Cloze Test 17 

A band is a group of musicians who play their instruments together. In the past, bands usually……81……wind instruments 
and ……82……played out of doors. Nowadays, however, bands can consist of almost any……83……and play both indoors 
and outdoors. The development of the band has been due largely to the……84……in teaching of……85……instruments in 
schools since the 1960s. Bands now exist in a wide range of forms and sizes and play a wide variety of music.

81 1. searched for 2. waited for 3. turned down 4. consisted of
82 1. normally 2. orally 3. rapidly 4. irmly
83 1. statements 2. instruments 3. experiments 4. entertainments
84 1. sort 2. length 3. growth 4. height
85 1. central 2. mental 3. musical 4. chemical

Cloze P
Cloze Passage

Cloze Passage Cloze Passag

Cloze Passage Cloze Passage C

loze Passage Cloze 

P ssage Cloze   Cloze Test 18 

An object which revolves around a planet, as the Moon revolves around the Earth, is called a satellite. All satellites move round 
their parent……86……in paths called orbits. The attractive pull of the planet……87……its satellites in orbit. If the planet has 
an atmosphere and if the satellite comes close enough to move……88……that atmosphere, the satellite is slowed down and 
……89……falls to the surface of the planet. In falling through the atmosphere under the……90……of the planet's gravity, the 
satellite may come across enough rubbing to cause it to burn up like a meteor. 

86 1. probes 2. rockets 3. vehicles 4. planets
87 1. keeps 2. picks 3. makes 4. saves
88 1. on 2. with 3. through 4. by
89 1. irmly 2. mainly 3. carelessly 4. inally
90 1. shape 2. mantle 3. projection 4. in luence

Cloze P
Cloze Passage

Cloze Passage Cloze Passag

Cloze Passage Cloze Passage C

loze Passage Cloze 

P ssage Cloze   Cloze Test 19 

91……the great civilizations 
of the Mayans, Aztecs, on which there are……92……articles. In 1911 the American archaeologist, Dr. Hiram Bingham, 
……93……Machu Picchu, the “lost city of the Incas”, in the Andes. Archaeologists were surprised at the size and……94……
of such cities. Later in the 20th century, advances……95……in the study of much older American civilizations, such as that 
of the Olmecs of Mexico which existed from about 100 to 300 B.C.

91 1. concentrated on  2. made up 3. turned down 4. worried about
92 1. excited 2. distant 3. proud 4. separate
93 1. distracted 2. trapped 3. discovered 4. raised
94 1. complexity 2. region 3. posture 4. gesture
95 1. were making  2. have been made 3. were made 4. made

Cloze P
Cloze Passage

Cloze Passage Cloze Passag

Cloze Passage Cloze Passage C

loze Passage Cloze 

P ssage Cloze   Cloze Test 20 

In most countries……96……handicapped children are usually taught in regular classes and may also be given some addi-
tional help. They learn the same……97……as their classmates: reading, writing, arithmetic, social studies, science, arts and 
……98……educathion. In the higher classes, they are……99……to gain work……100
and building services,  as part of the school subjects.

96 1. mentally 2. softly 3. brie ly 4. silently
97 1. services 2. subjects 3. puzzles 4. projects
98 1. physical 2. central 3. basic 4. emotional
99 1. trapped 2. enhanced 3. evaluated 4. encouraged
100 1. emergency 2. movement 3. experience 4. impression



194 Which of the following is NOT true about Voltaire?
1) He died in his 80’s  2) He was against the government of his time

195 What is true about his rst piece of writing for the theatre?
1) It was written in the early 18th century
2) It was a play that was not welcomed by people.
3) It was written in a place known as the Bastille. 

196 The word “others” in line 11 refers to ……… .

197 What Voltaire published in 1734 ……… .
1) was no the topic of the philosophy of history.
2) made some authorities want to punish him. 

 Reading
 Reading Read

Reading Reading Reading

Reading Reading Reading Re

Reading Reading

ding Reading  Reading 26

 The calendar is a method by which people measure time for their own civil or religious purposes dividing it into years, 
months, weeks and days. People of ancient times based the earliest calendars of the most obvious regular events they knew – 
the movements of the sun and Moon which together produce the three simplest divisions of time. These are the day, the lunar 
month, and the solar year. 

its axis – just 

was many centuries before a calendar was developed that did not have to be corrected every now and then. The importance of 

198 The passage is mainly concerned with ……… .
1) a way to measure time
2) the comparison of two calendars
3) showing the importance of time in man’s life

199 According to the passage, the movements of the sun and Moon ……… .
1) happen on a regular basis  2) were unknown to ancient people

200 The word “its” in line 5 refers to ……… .

201 How many Latin words are mentioned in the passage?

202 It can be understood from the passage that ……… .  

3) the absence of an exact calendar led to problems in early people’s life.

television, and the posters and neon signs that we see in the street. The purpose of most advertisements is to persuade a par-
ticular audience to buy the products or service offered by the advertiser.

They include a simple description 

employers advertise for the services of employees. But most advertising concerned with persuading people to buy.
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203 What is the rst paragraph mainly concerned with?
1) Advertisement and its function  2) The reasons why people advertise their products

204 The basis of the classi cation of advertisements on paragraph 2 is their ……… .
–for–sale item

205 The word "they" in line 5 refers to ……… . 

206 It is NOT true that ……… .
1) the advertiser may not be the seller at time
2) there are advertisements that follow a social goal
3) all advertisements are intended to encourage people buy

207 The passage is primarily written to ……… .
1) correct a social mistake  2) make people aware of advertiser’s tricks.
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 Camping is an outdoors recreation enjoyed by people all over the world. It is an excellent way to explore the countryside. 

holiday in the mountains or beside the sea. In many countries there are special camp sites for tourists, so you do not always 
have to carry a tent with you. The camp site may provide one.
It is fun, however, to learn the basic skills of camping: how to pitch (put up) a tent, how to 
a rucksack, how to keep your camp clean and tidy, how to strike (pack up) camp. Camping organizations can give much help 
and advice, and there are many useful books to read.
Before making camp, you must always make sure you have permission from the owner of the land on which you want to camp. 
Next, it is important to choose the right spot – away from cliff edges or wet soft places, and not beneath trees (branches may 
fall, and if it rains, the water will fall on your tent).
Choose level ground, if possible. Make sure you have fresh drinking water available, perhaps it is necessary to use it later on.
208 According to the passage, camping is ………….. .

1) a global activity  2) a way to attract tourists

209 The word “one” in line 5 refers to ……….. .

210 Which of the following best shows the main focus of paragraph 2?

211 According to the passage, …………… .
1) cliff edges are wonderful to watch 2) camping near the sea is a rare event

212 Paragraph 3 is intended to give the reader information about ……… .
1) where to camp  2) what to do during an emergency
3) who to contact before going camping 4) what to take with you on a camping trip

listener interest. A successful speaker must try to have eye contact with an audience. To have a good relationship with listeners, 

gaze over the heads of their listeners. Both are likely to lose audience interest and respect. People who make eye contact while 

target but also
To show the power of eye contact in daily life, we have only to consider how people behave when they happen to look at each 
other on the street. At one extreme are those people who feel forced to smile when they make eye contact. At the other extreme 
are those who feel not relaxed and immediately look away. To make eye contact, it seems, is to make a certain link with someone.
213 What is the main idea of the passage?

1) How to Make Eye Contact  2) When and Where to Avoid Eye Contact 
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